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● In many insect species, olfactory receptor neurons 
(ORNs) are housed in hair-like sensilla in a 
stereotypical manner. Each sensillum contains two or 
more ORNs of different types1 

● ORNs in the same sensillum interact without synaptic 
connection2: Non-synaptic interactions 

● Non-synaptic interactions (NSIs): epiphenomenon 
or functional? 

● We analyzed the advantages of having NSIs (compared to not having 
them) for detecting target odours within complex mixtures.

● The system reproduces most of the response dynamics reported in the 
literature: 

○ ORN responses adapt and follow ‘intensity invariant’ trends as recently 
reported [2]; 

○ a linear-nonlinear model well describe ORN responses for long periods 
of stimulation [2]; 

○ when the stimulus is a step, the function relating the activity of ORNs 
to PN responses is the same sigmoidal function as reported by Olsen 
and Wilson [3].

● We then studied how the presence or absence of NSIs between ORNs 
modifies the ability of the model to detect a target odorant in an odorant 
mixture. Our results lead us to speculate that NSIs and lateral inhibition 
may implement two different functions: NSIs have a high spatiotemporal 
resolution and they generate selective inhibition between ORNs; Local 
LN networks take effect later to decorrelate PN activities and normalize 
them with respect to the average input from ORNs [4].

Toy-model of early 
olfactory area
two ORNs interacting 
via NSI and their 
projection neurons (PNs) 
and local neurons (LNs) 
in the antennal lobe (AL):

● BBSRC Odor Code: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MIrJENNWXRPHTib8CY187AB5ZVhUqzm2dgn9SK97rgM/edit#

● Cosyne abstract: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vjgqN66SZQRUQitdKoNv_qiMBf_I0bJ0_aHtst_Ouig/edit#

● Leverhulme, periodor code: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jwjTRLX3d3HSCTpRMrDyjFPyVZNhSVtCa4XbXmQwsfA/edit#

● Detailed description, Leverhulme: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N0a7hORLnmrfB4MsCD4ZrKTwM2r3r3MKtq9kQHq0Koo/edit#

● Full proposal, Leverhulme: 
○ https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T2tJxHaLRlP9W95gnCjJ8zvtUQCQ3P6t94VnJ9AvNGY/edit#heading=h.yij1ui3kx20o

● Non-synaptic figures: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/103TvTi3UY09IxPsXSTuF5a7VWAfqdjX4mNbZUQW7zG4/edit#slide=id.g51da062a86_0_1

● Minimal spatio-temporal scales of odor plumes: order 
of tens of  millimetres/milliseconds4

● Odourants from the same source travel together in the 
same filaments, while odourants from separate 
sources are in separate strands3. 

● Insects recognize whether odours are present in a 
plume and whether or not they belong to the same 
filaments1. 

● NSIs function: improve spatiotemporal resolution of 
odour recognition1

Hypothesis A) Strong NSI effect: Single source emits multiple 
odorants that arrive in close synchronization; B) Weak NSI effect: Separate 
sources, their concentrations are less correlated.

Background A) Pictorial representation of early olfactory areas in 
insects’ brain: receptor neurons and antennal lobe (AL); B) Non-synaptic 
interaction documented for two receptor neurons (ab3A and ab3B) 
co-housed in the sensillum ab3 in flies2.

ORN response to a short pulse and a long stimulus
A) ORN response to an infinitely short odorant pulse (Green’s function) in 
comparison to the linear filter in Martelli et al.6. B) Odorant concentration 
during  random odorant pulses. C) ORN response to random pulses (B) for 
the ORN model (in red) proposed in Martelli et al.6 and for our model (blue).

NSIs and lateral inhibition may implement two different functions: 
NSIs have a high spatiotemporal resolution and they generate 
selective inhibition between ORNs; LN networks take effect later to 
decorrelate PN activities and normalize them with respect to the 
average input from ORNs.

ORN input and response, PN response
ORN input and response and PN response to three different stimuli - step, 
ramp, and parabola - as described by Kim et al. (2015)8. 

Figure 4. ORNs response to “odorant stairs” stimulus. Comparison of the 
PSTH extracted from observed data5 (Or59b) with our model.
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ORN vs PN responses
to a step input. The 
model reproduces the 
sigmoidal function 
shown in
Olsen et al.7. 

○ a linear-nonlinear model well describe ORN responses for long periods of 
stimulation5,6 (fig. 3),

○ when the stimulus is a step, ORN responses adapt and follow ‘intensity 
invariant’ trends6, 

○ when the stimulus is a step, the function relating the activity of ORNs to 
projection neuron responses is the same sigmoidal function as reported by 
Olsen and Wilson7 (fig. 4),

○ for several stimulus function, the model reproduce qualitatively ORNs and 
PNs response observed experimentally8 (fig. 5).

Results (wip)
For several stimulus input waveforms, the model 
reproduces qualitatively ORN and PN responses 
observed experimentally
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● ORNs: phenomenological model, a first 
approximation a linear-nonlinear model5

● PNs and LNs: Integrate and Fire with adaptation
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